
WALL SOLUTIONS FOR HEALTHCARE



ARCHITECTURAL WALLS
Addressing your challenges, 
your budget, your realities.



Healthcare environments encompass a variety of 
architectural spaces – from veterans and 
community hospitals to ambulatory care centers, 
academic medical centers and medical office 
buildings. When it comes to defining space in these 
varied environments, KI architectural walls provide 
the ideal solution.

A MEASUREABLE DIFFERENCE
While the impressive visual qualities of KI 
architectural wall are immediately apparent, it’s 
often the inherent qualities of the product that bring 
the greatest value to healthcare environments; 
qualities that enhance the physical and emotional 
well-being of patients, families and healthcare staff, 
and drive positive measurable outcomes. These 
include:

 • Privacy Support – KI architectural walls 
  have best-in-class Sound Transmission    
    Classification (STC) ratings and support    
  privacy/HIPAA requirements. 

 • Enhanced Daylighting and Views – Light
   is an important environmental factor. KI    
  architectural walls with glass panels pro-
  mote a sense of well-being and enhance    
  productivity.

FUNCTIONAL, FLEXIBLE AND SUSTAINABLE
KI architectural walls are highly functional and 
flexible. They adapt quickly and easily to the ever-
changing demands of healthcare environments—
and do so in a way that promotes sustainable 
practices. In fact, KI walls are up to 99% reusable, 
which translates to fewer raw materials being used.  
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INSPIRED SOLUTIONS
Meeting the needs of 

patients, families and staff.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YggI6oFmMMc
https://p.widencdn.net/93qlfv/Seattle-Childrens-Hospital-Case-Study
https://p.widencdn.net/lr1tsx/Bellin-Titletown-Case-Study
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mZRn0xk8OTw
https://p.widencdn.net/sqdzjr/Color-and-Healing-White-Paper
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YggI6oFmMMc
https://p.widencdn.net/8x1mh4/Seating-with-Dignity-Success-Factors-for-Bariatric-Furniture-White-Paper
https://p.widencdn.net/8x1mh4/Seating-with-Dignity-Success-Factors-for-Bariatric-Furniture-White-Paper
https://p.widencdn.net/93qlfv/Seattle-Childrens-Hospital-Case-Study
https://p.widencdn.net/rlydjc/Infection-Control-Environmental-Design-for-Infection-Prevention-Healthcare-Facility-Design-White-Paper
https://p.widencdn.net/lufds5/Healing-Spaces-Ambulatory-Facility-Design-and-Patients-Perceptions-of-Healthcare-Quality-White-Paper
https://p.widencdn.net/lr1tsx/Bellin-Titletown-Case-Study
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YM-vRw6he38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mZRn0xk8OTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YM-vRw6he38


LIGHTLINETM

View Brochure

A new movable wall system dedicated to the enhancement of light.

GENIUS®

View Brochure

Uniting aesthetic flexibility with practical utility.
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View Brochure

EVOKE®

A breakthrough in wall engineering and design that redefines the 
moveable wall category.

https://p.widencdn.net/qivvdl/Lightline-Architectural-Wall-Brochure
https://p.widencdn.net/qivvdl/Lightline-Architectural-Wall-Brochure
https://p.widencdn.net/gp5ito/Genius-Architectural-Wall-Brochure
https://p.widencdn.net/gp5ito/Genius-Architectural-Wall-Brochure
https://p.widencdn.net/xdd7c3/Evoke-Architectural-Wall-Brochure
https://p.widencdn.net/xdd7c3/Evoke-Architectural-Wall-Brochure

